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High-throughput sequencing and structure elucidation of proteins has led to a vast amount of
proteomic data. As a result, protein function prediction isbecoming increasingly important. In
order to exploit this information we use Bayesian networks to integrate numerous data sources
including sequence homology, protein-protein interaction and gene expression data to assign
function to proteins ofArabidopsis thaliana. Bayesian networks are probabilistic graphical
models which provide compact representations for expressing joint probability distributions
and for inference (Needhamet al. 2006). This representation and use of probability theory
makes Bayesian networks suitable for learning from incomplete datasets, expressing causal
relationships, combining domain knowledge and data, and avoid over-fitting a model to data.

Functional annotations of proteins can be made using the Gene Ontology (GO) classification
scheme (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000). The Gene Ontology is a set of controlled vo-
cabularies that describe gene products in terms of ‘molecular function’, ‘biological process’ and
‘cellular location’ in a species-independent manner. The use of a common language to describe
gene products allows the biological role of genes to be transfered across organisms. Each of
the three ontologies is large, comprising over seven thousand categories of classification. The
GO forms a graphical model of the relationships between genes, modelling general terms near
to the top of the hierarchical structure, with more specific terms lower down. However, it is
not a tree structure, instead it forms a directed acyclic graph (DAG), since some terms can have
multiple parents; some genes may perform more than one biological role.

Analysis ofArabidopsis thaliana genes locates a subgraph of GO terms. We only predict into
this subset of GO. There are 184 GO terms for which there are 50or more knownArabidopsis
thaliana gene products. There are many possible functional indicators; our input features are
formed from sequence homology (presence/absence of Interpro sequence motifs in the gene
product), protein-protein interaction (proteins interacting/not interacting with the gene product)
and gene expression data (genes co-expressed/not co-expressed with the gene). The representa-
tion of presence or absence of a feature could be extended to aricher description.

We supplement a Bayesian network comprising of the GO DAG (where more specific GO terms
are the children of the more general GO terms) with a set of feature nodes (one per feature).
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the Bayesian network.The set of feature nodes is large,
over a thousand. We treat each feature as independent. We saythat the features are dependent
upon the GO term for the gene product. Thus, we express a GO term in a naive Bayes classifier
formulation (combining evidence from independent observations). However, we cannot add
edges from every GO node to every feature node; a feature nodecan only have a limited number
of parents. A suitable practical limit on the number of parents is in the order of ten. Thus we add
edges from at most ten GO terms (parents) to each feature node. Since the data for matching
features is sparse, this is reasonable - each feature only matches relatively few GO terms. So
by exploiting this conditional independence, we reduce themodel size to a workable size (still
large).
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The model parameters are learned from a set of training examples. More than 20000 Arabidop-
sis gene products are annotated to GO classifications. For these genes we calculate the feature
data, and train the model with the evidence of the gene’s features, and evidence as to which GO
nodes the gene is a member of. We say that a gene belongs not only to the GO terms to which is
is annotated, but also to all of their (more general) parent terms, right back to the most general
term. The model can then be used for prediction of protein function. When presented with a
set of features from a gene product with unknown function, the probability of the gene product
belonging to each of the GO terms can be inferred.

Figure 1: Bayesian network structure: Dark blue nodes represent the Gene Ontology terms,
connected by blue directed edges linking dependent GO terms, red nodes (along the bottom)
represent gene features, red arrows showing the specific features used for a particular GO term,
and light grey edges represent the dependencies between features and the other GO nodes.
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